ESSAY COMPETITION 2023-24

CLASS – 6
1ST KANAV AGARWALLA – 6A (GREEN HOUSE)
2ND PRATYUSH PRAMANICK – 6A (BLUE HOUSE)
3RD SANDHYADEEP MAITY – 6B (RED HOUSE)

CLASS – 7
1ST PROMIT SEN – 7A (GREEN HOUSE)
2ND DEBADRI BANERJEE – 7B (RED HOUSE)
3RD RISHIRAJ DAS – 7C (BLUE HOUSE)

CLASS – 8
1ST AURONI DEY – 8B (RED HOUSE)
2ND KOUSTAV BISWAS – 8B (YELLOW HOUSE)
3RD ARUSH DAS – 8C (YELLOW HOUSE)

CLASS – 9
1ST DIPTANGSHU DAS – 9D (YELLOW HOUSE)
2ND ARIV MITRA MUSTAPHI – 9B (RED HOUSE)
3RD RAJANYA SARBAJNA HAQUE – 9A (GREEN HOUSE)

CLASS – 10
1ST SUPRATIM HALDER – 10B (YELLOW HOUSE)
2ND SAMPURNKO KOLEY (GREEN HOUSE)
3RD AYUSH ROY – 10B (RED HOUSE)

CLASS – 11
1ST ROUNAK GOUR – 11B (BLUE HOUSE)
2ND ARIJIT DAS – 11B (RED HOUSE)
3RD SNEHAN GHOSH – 11B (YELLOW HOUSE)

CLASS – 12
1ST AYUSH MAJUMDAR – 12A (RED HOUSE)
2ND SHIVALIK GHOSH – 12C (BLUE HOUSE)
3RD AMAN LAKRA – 12A (BLUE HOUSE)
3RD AMANDEEPA GHOSH – 12B (BLUE HOUSE)
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